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Vol. XIII., No.2.] AND TRADE ~fARK CASES.

I n the Matter of Savin's Trade AIark.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVISION•

.Before Mr. JUSTICE NORTII.-November 30th, 1895.

IN THE MATTER OE' SAVIN'S TRADE }IARK.

21

,Old Trade ~fark.-Jlfotion for leave to alters-s-Proposed. addition of words in
5 Russian characters.-Patents, &c. Act, 1883, Section 92.

V. S., a Russia», in. Jl1ay 1895, registered for Ru.'3sia leather, as an old
Trade jjlark, a mark comprising, amon.q other things, certain. uiords betioeeti
two circles running round the tnar]c. One of such WOTrl,~ uias the name of
the place uih.ere Tl. S's. 1nanufactory uias situated, in Russian characters.

10 In the [ollourinq November, he .moved for l.eaue to strike out the words
"St. Petersburg" between the circles, and substitute his oum name in Russian
characters.

Held, that leane should be refuseq~ as to a person. not urulerstandinq
Ilussial1l' the 111ar7(, when altered, would be d1llere'nt to the original mark,

15 and the Iteration. proposed was in a ve'ry material. particular,
On the 28th of May 1895, Vladimir Savin, of St. Petersburg and Ostaschkoff,

'I'wer Russia, registered for Russia leather, under No. 187,894, the following
r~rrade Mark:--

This mark was registered as having been used lor about 88 years before the
20 13th of August 1875.

On the 28th of October 1895, the said Vladimir Savin gave notice of a
motion .for leave ,to add to and alter his registered Trade Mark, No. 187,894, as
follows: -" (1) By . omitting therefrom the words ~ St. Petersburg'; (2) by
"inserting before the word 'Savin' the word 'Vladimir'; and.' (3) by inserting

25 ." before the word" OCTAIDKOB1>' the words 'BAA)lIIM IP1> CABIIHll' ; or that
"such other order may be made in the matter as .to this Honourable Court

,"shall seem :fit.' ,
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22 REPORTS OF PATENT, DESIGN,

In th.e Matter of Savin's Trade Jfark.

[JOan. 22, 1896.

Two affidavits were filed in support of the motion, stating, among other things,
that the word "OCTAillKOB1>" was Osta.schkoff in Russian characters; that the
words "BAA~IIMIP1> CABIIH1>" were Vladimir Sannsi in Russian characters;
that the Applicant was desirous of making his mark more distinctive, and
identifying it with himself more closely; that in order to comply with Russian 5
law he had recently been obliged to alter it in Russia in the way in which he
sought to alter it in England by this motion; that his Trade Mark, as altered,
had been registered in Russia, and also in· France, Germany, Austria, and other
countries.

John Cutler (instructed by F. G. Evan Jones) for the Applicant.-The 10
authorities on the subject of the alteration of old Trade Marks, under Section 92
of the Act of 1883, establish that when it is obviously desirable in the com
m.ercial interests of the Trade Mark owner that he should be allowed to make
the alteration, and there is no obvious danger to the public in allowing the
alteration to be made, then the Court will allow the alteration to he made. 15
But the Court "rill not allow any alteration to ble made which would have the
effect of converting that which is apparently on the Register. a bad Trade Mark
into a valid Trade Mark. This was the reason why leave to make the alterations
was refused in Phl:llips' Trade l11a'rks, 8 R.P.C. 469, and Adams' Trade Jlark,
9 R.P.0. 174. As instances of cases in which leave was granted he referred to 20
BU'fha~m Brick. Company's' T1'ade 1I1arlls, 9 R.P.C. 422, and Broumis Trade
Jfarks, 11 R.P.C. 365. Here, there can be no objection in the public interest
in allowing the desired alterations to he made. 'I'here is no evidence or sugges
tion that the public or the trade will he damnified by tIle alterations. The
Applicant desires to bring his mark in Engla.nd into harmony with his markPf
as used and registered in Russia, the country of origin of the goods, and in the
various other countries in which he has registered it.

I n.ql.e Joyce (instructed by the Solicitor to the Board of 'I'rade), lor the
Comptroller, stated that he was instructed to submit that the alterations proposed
were objectionable. He was then stopped by the Court. 30

NORTH, J.--I do not think I need trouble you in this case, Mr. Joyce. The
Comptroller thinks that the alteration proposed is not one which he should
sanction. The section says, "The registered proprietor of any registered Trade
" Mark may apply to the Court. tor leave to add to or alter such mark in any
"particular, not being an essential particular." Now, the alterations proposed 35
here may not be in essential particulars, but they seem to me to be in matters
which are very material in looking at the Trade Mark. What we have is this,
that on the 28th day of May 1895, an application was made to register this
mark as an old mark, and I am told that. the user of it goes back tal some
where in the last century. That application having been made in May 1895, 40
and being successful, an application is now made to alter it into a different form.
It is suggested that the new form into which it would be altered is one which
the Comptroller thinks could not be registered as a new mark, but whether
that is so or not, it either could be registered as a new mark or it could not. If
it could be registered as a new mark, I do not see any reason why the application 45
should not be made to register what seems to me to be really a mark differing,
I do not say in essentials, but in very material particulars from the old one.
If, on the other hand, it could not be registered as a new mark, then I see very
good reason lor refusing to allow a change to be made in the registration of a
thing as an old mark, the registration of which has only just been completed, 50
into a form in which it could not be registered as a new one. There seems to
me to be a very material differ-ence between the two, and for this reason,-the
significant part of the Trade Mark consists of words in the Russian language,
with Russian letters, very different indeed from the EIlglish. The old mark
had an outer circle, then an inner circle, and within the inner circle a square, 55
the angles of which touch the inner circle. 'I'here are four initials in the inner
square that are not proposed to be interfered with, but between the two outer
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In the Aiatter of J.Savin's Trade ~1ark.

circles there were words, the upper one or which is "Ostaschkoff," in
Russian letters. Below it was written "Savin, St. Petersburg," in English,
which is very intelligible to anyone "Tho knows it. The mark now pro
posed to be registered is different in some respects) which are, perhaps, not

5 very important. It is in three circles instead of two, and the inner square does
not come up to the circle, but the reason why I think it is material, is not
by reason of the difference in that, respect, but because or the total difference in
what a person in England, looking at the mark, would see upon the race or it.
'I'he bulk or the superscription in the proposed new mark is in Russian and not

10 in English, At the bottom, no doubt, is the phrase "Vladimir Savin." In the
old mark what was written below in English was "Savin, St. Petersburg."
"St. Petersburg" has mow disappeared, and the name "-\Tladimir Savin" has
come in. Whether ",Tladimir Savin" is the same person who is known as
"Savin, St. Petersburg," is a thing which could not possibly be told by any

15 one who looked at the mark. It might be a totally different person. Then
above that we see that "Ostaschkoflt" is t.ransferred to the side. I do not know
whether I should have noticed that if Mr. Cutl.cr had not, called my attention
to it, but it IS so. Then, again, the words ",71adimir Savin" are introduced
in Russian letters. I accept the statement that it is so, but it is quite impossible

20 lor anyone, looking at this, who does not know Russian, to know "That it
means. 'I'herefore, looking at the two designs, in Illy opinion, they differ very
materially so far as regards appearance, and it may be well that people in
England would recognise the mark which has been registered as one they know,
and as referring to a certain business carried on at St. Petersburg; but it may

25 well be that persons who saw the second would rail al together to ident ify it in
any way with the old mark or the old business, either as regards the place where
it is carried on or anything else. In my opinion, therefore, it is a very material
alteration in the appearance of the mark which is proposed to be made, and
one which would make it extremely difficult for persons in England, where

30 it is intended to be used, finding out (if it was used in the proposed new form)
that it had anything to do with. the old mark, or the goods represented by the
old mark. Further than that, there is to be borne in mind that what is
proposed is to keep the new mark registered here as an old mark, when, as I
understand, in the place or origin, in Russia, it could not be registered as an

35 old mark at all.
TInder these circumstances, it seems to me, that the alteration proposed is in

very material particulars indeed, and that the Comptroller is right in not
allowing it.
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